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This study suggests a theoretical connection between Bette given maiden name at birth,
which tends to circumscribe the child’s psyche in the exclusive cast of future wife or
mother; and the resultant personal identity of the adult woman in compliance or deviance.
Using French feminist psychoanalytical critical theory which perceives sex roles and
gender as patriarchal cultural constructs through the agency of language, the study
rearticulates Bette-Obudu female names as ‘embodied’ signifiers that may have future
identity consequences on the name-bearers in the contemporary world of multi-tasking.
Using a purposive sample of 74 maiden names from the five Bette speaking communities, I
argue, using qualitative ethnographic analysis, that these manipulative naming practices
(re)construct the girl-child’s self-concept and self-image in some future time; finding
further that a combination of neo-colonial religions, the 21st-century marriage institution
and cultural traditions among Bette people may be contributory to name mutations and the
creation of deviance. Significantly, female naming tradition among Bette people tends to
‘pre-fix’ the girl-child along patriarchal designs, thereby making the contemporary Bette
woman appear marginal to other concerns of postmodern imperatives.
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1 Introduction
A personal name given to a girl-child by a patriarch or parent can become some
kind of ‘magic spell’ that pre-defines, delimits and fixes the persona, character
and capabilities of the name-bearer in some future existence. In Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet, Juliet asks Romeo: ‘What’s in a name? That which we call a
rose by any other word would smell as sweet’ (Act 2.ii.43). Significantly, the
Holy Bible also has multiple narratives of the significance of naming and
subsequent consequences (Genesis 17:5; 16:11–12; John 1:42). This shows the
socio-historical significance of names and naming practices across diverse
cultures. A predominance of maiden names among the Bette people of Obudu in
Cross River State, which exclusively situates the ‘girl-child’ in a maternal bind,
inspired this interrogation.
Even though this is an empirical study in anthroponomastics, I find it
imperative to note the relationship that exists between naming in literature and
mythology, both of which furnish us with archetypes, stereotypes and the process
of character construction, naming and the building of a fictive ‘persona’ or
identity of a real person. Myth and literature also provide empirical bases for
psychoanalytical phenomena like Oedipal Complex or Lolita Complex as drawn
from Oedipus myth (Graves, 1981:111); or Vladimir Nabokov’s novel, Lolita,
respectively. Bennett and Royle (1999:64) note the complex, destabilizing and
perhaps finally undecidable interweaving of the ‘real’ and the ‘fictional’: [and
how] ‘our lives, our real lives, are governed and directed by the stories we read
and write’ (1999:66). It is part of the assumption of this study that a given name
in life or mythology is, therefore, not unconnected with character and personal
identity because among the Bette people, a name also carries a surplus of
narratives in the life of the name-giver or its recipient. Different cultures give
names for different reasons depending on specific time–space conditions
surrounding the birth of the babies; but many cultures believe that giving a
‘favorable name would result in a positive life or perhaps determine in some
fashion the future endeavours of that child’ (Alegre, 2005:284). Historically, the
advent of Christianity in the Roman Empire and European expansionism
expanded name-bases across many spaces (Alegre, 2005:286; Lusekelo, 2018:47).
These contacts have also contributed to mutations and variations in traditional
naming practices (Makoni, Makoni and Mashiri, 2007:437).
Beyond the colonial influences, African anthroponomy varies along diverse
psycho-social and environmental factors and motivations. Agyekum (2006:206)
provides a typology derived from the Akan people of Ghana to include: day
names, family names, circumstantial names, reincarnate names and the religious;
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as well as ‘insinuating and proverbial names, bodily structure and (…) kinship’,
stressing that the Akan people ‘consider names as not being arbitrary labels but
socio-cultural tags that have socio-cultural functions and meanings’. These
typologies are not exclusive to the Akan people, as others include ‘praise’ and
‘contact’ names (Lusekelo, 2018) and ‘death prevention’ names (Obeng, 1998),
all of which Mensah (2015:129) believes points to the deep insights into the
cultural patterns, beliefs, language and spirituality of a people. In Cameroon and
among the Akan of Ghana, pet-names or hypocorisms sometimes replace original
names as a sign of respect and politeness (Obeng, 1997:41; Anchimbe, 2011); or
as with Ngemba people of Cameroon, names ‘tell a story about the bearer’s
historical and social background as well as circumstances of birth’, including past
experiences and sentiments (Mensah and Mekamgoum, 2017:398). Among South
African English and Afrikaans, nicknames become instruments of ‘verbal
playfulness’ (de Klerk and Bosch, 1999), ‘often acting as thumbnail character
sketches, personality and physical appearance (…) capsule histories…and some
moment in life’. Among young women in Calabar, these names become ‘creative,
cultural symbols and styles utilized as a tool for the critical resistance of
stereotypical image [sic] of women’ (Mensah, 2016:184), just like names are also
given or changed to ‘reflect a “discourse” about the hopes and aspirations of the
combatants’ in Zimbabwe (Makoni, Makoni and Pfukwa, 2010:197) or by
persons who come to certain consciousness at some stage in life.
Among the Bette-Bendi people of Obudu and Obanlikwu, the impact of
missionary activities and Western education which, intensified between 1900 and
1960, included missionaries who preached against such perceived negative
traditional practices like ancestor or idol worship, divination, witchcraft, bloodoaths, human sacrifice, cannibalism and polygamy (Adie, 2015:417), thereby
demonizing names related to these concepts and practices. The first infant
baptism in Obudu, which was recorded on 1st February, 1922 at Bebuabung
Village by Rev. Fr. Gratz on Daniel Ugah, an orphan (Adie, 2015:422),
signposted what became a standard attitude of the Christian missionaries towards
local names and identities. New converts ‘were expected to drop their African
names and adopt new names which must be located in the Holy Bible’ (Adie,
2015:431). Like many postcolonial spaces, among the Bette-Bendi people the
encounter with missionaries ‘tended to alienate the convert and placed the
individual in direct conflict with his community and this exacerbated communal
strife and tensions’ (Adie, 2015:442), because the superimposition of a foreign
name, according to Rau (1993), creates a ‘constant tension between clinging to
one’s native identity and […coping with] the dominant culture’. But strangely and
interestingly, while these missionary teachings also ‘maintained’ certain biblically
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inherited attitudes to the ‘woman’, they denounced polygamy, which was the
Bette man’s traditional insurance for producing steady labour for his farming preoccupation.
However, postmodern fundamentalism has intensified the ‘resurgence of
indigenous names’ in many formerly colonized spaces; consequently, ‘persons in
the former colonies have sought to gain some autochthonous identity by rescuing
some indigenous names’ (Alegre, 2005:286), most often for purposes of creating
a cultural and ancestral identity as commonly obtained among creolized peoples
(Aceto, 2002). In Obudu, many indigenous names are also being interrogated and
replaced by names that are suggestive of patriarchal dispositions and neoChristian values. Ering (2009:54) also observes that a practice of labelling
children witches in some parts of Cross River State is ‘to some extent the results
of the activities, manipulations and revelations of some pastors’, who take
advantage of the local people’s illiteracy, poverty and cultural beliefs. The ordeal
of Joan of Arc, who was burnt at the stake for being a witch but later canonized
(Shaw, 1957), shows how far name-calling and demonization has been rooted in
church history.
It may be concluded from the foregoing that among African cultures, names
are ‘meaningful [(…) beyond mere] labels’ (Suzman, 1994:253), and naming also
represents ‘routine communicative practices which [are unique forms] of cultural
identity and narrative discourse that mirrors past encounters of the name givers
which are central to the self-definition and future expectations of name bearers’
(Mensah and Mekamgoum, 2017:411). But what appears to be largely unexamined
is the double-edged role of imported religions and traditional naming cultures that
tend to ‘locate’ the Bette ‘girl-child’ in an exclusive maternal role without
consideration for the imperative for multiple identity formation needed to cope
with postmodern fragmentation. This study therefore tries to establish a
theoretical link between female naming and the resultant persona, and interrogates
the inappropriateness of this delimiting naming tradition among 21st-century
female children in Bette culture. The Bette people, considered Bantoid, live in the
present Obudu Local Government Area, located on the hilly northern flank of
Cross River State, South-eastern Nigeria. They share a boundary with Benue State
to the north and some cultural affinity with the Bendi and Obanlikwu people,
Bekwarra, Mbube and Afrike people in Ogoja, Eastern Boki and Igede, especially
in their linguistic and naming traditions. Out of the ten traditional wards in
Obudu, the Bette-speaking people occupy Ipong, Obudu Urban 1 and 2,
Begiading and Angiaba-Begiaka.
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2 Theoretical framing: Feminism and female identity
All ‘feminisms’ may derive their roots from the timeless ‘war of the sexes’ that
stretches back to antiquity (Graves, 1981; Aristophanes, 1962) or biblical sexist
depictions of the ‘femina’ in Eve/Pandora versus Adam, or as they variously exist
in different cultural narratives. Habib (2005:667) notes that over time, ‘the
depiction of women in male literature […has been] an integral means of
perpetuating these ideologies of gender’. From the French School, Kristeva
(1992) and Cixous and Clement (1992), probably inspired by Derrida and Lacan
(1992), have articulated their postulations using the background of Freudian
psychoanalysis on the construction or determination of the (female) character or
identity with the psychoanalytic resources of the unconscious. Cixous and
Clement (1992:146) perceive some unholy ‘solidarity between logocentrism and
phallocentrism where the phallus is a signifier, a metaphor of male power and
dominance’. This school of feminists advocates the glorification of the woman’s
‘maternal body’ and also seeks to undermine patriarchal discourse that reflects the
essential ‘pre-Oedipal’ woman. Cixous and Clement’s position promotes the
woman’s attunement to her positive ‘body’ for its liberating potentialities. Cixous
and Clement make the point that ‘the subject “woman” is the product of linguistic
difference, the effect of a hierarchical structuring of thought […] all of which
comes down to the ultimate coupling of man/woman […arguing that] as long as
we remain stuck within these binary oppositions, victory always comes to the
same thing for the man: the “glorious phallic monosexuality” of male privilege’
(Cixous and Clement, 1992:254). Mulvey (1992) articulates this patriarchal
pattern in the movie industry, asserting that the patriarchy has for a long time
engraved the character and ‘pre-destiny’ of the woman in the representation of
them in media, especially film and advertising. Male fictive ‘personae’ writers
and film directors have always endowed women characters in narratives as predetermined by patriarchal values and male-centred ‘scopophiliac’ desires (Wilson,
1997:11–52), a representation and deployment of the ‘sacred femina’ which
questions whether women can ‘be only good at the expense of their individuality’
(Betiang, 2013:92).
Lacan (1992) explicates how language forms and mediates a person’s identity,
stating that at the ‘symbolic order’ stage, language and cultural institutions are
patriarchally determined, which tends to alienate the female child. Deconstructing
earlier ideas of what she terms ‘phallogocentric philosophers’ (like Hegel,
Nietzsche and Freud), Spivak (1992:177) argues that ‘sexual difference is
thought, [and] sexual differential between “man” and “woman” remains
irreducible […and] whatever their historical determination or conceptual
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allegiance, the male users of the phallocentric discourse all trace the itinerary of
the suppression of the trace’. Spivak (1992:177) wonders why ‘the discourse of
man is [always] in the metaphor of woman [(…) and why] it is the prerogative of
the phallus to declare itself sovereign source’. This patriarchal hegemony,
according to Althusser’s Marxist re-interpretation of Lacan’s argument, continues
to remain one of the ‘ideological apparatuses’ deployed against the female in the
engineering of social structures (Habib, 2005; Ngugi, 2013).
The dynamics and topography of the specific Nigerian female condition and
identity as captured in dramatic literature exist in multiple and contested spaces,
which include the creative, real, feminized, gendered, matrimonial and ideological
dimensions (Evwierhoma, 2014:117–133). African feminist perspectives tend to
agree on the African concept of ‘womanism’, which celebrates ‘mothering’ and
‘nurturing’ roles as positive wish-fulfilment for the girl-child, a concept whose
embodiment goes beyond Western concepts of feminism, and which Olaniyan and
Quayson (2007:511) call ‘the restored (absent detail of womanhood in all its
range – sex, maternality, domestic labor [sic], and the bearing of cultural
knowledge’. Female African writers have also stretched this discourse to include
issues related to even ‘being an African woman writer’ (Nwapa, 2007; OgundipeLeslie, 2007). Rejecting some assumptions of Western definitions of Feminism,
Ogundipe-Leslie (2007:542) argues that while the concept of ‘womanism’
embraces a ‘holistic attitude of African women to feminism which often separates
them from their Western sisters’, she advocates ‘Stiwanism’ [“Social Transformation Including Women in Africa”] to replace “Feminism” […] in Africa’,
regretting that ‘so effective are the years of phallocratic socialization!’
(2007:549).
Significantly, Ngcobo (2007:534) notes that the ‘basis of marriage among
Africans implies the transfer of a woman’s fertility to the husband’s family group
[(…) as] there is a high premium placed on children and the continuity of each
lineage’. This desire for high fertility arises from the traditional African
perception of children as ‘human capital and social security’, at least in agrarian
societies. Hence, Ngcobo (2007:534) remarks, ‘a little girl is born to fulfil this
role (…) [S]he is prepared from the earliest stage possible for the role of
motherhood that she will play elsewhere, away from her family home.’
Unfortunately, what this little girl discovers when confronted by the reality of inlaws and other constrictions of patriarchy is according to Ngcobo (2007:534):
‘disillusionment…double jeopardy, for they will never really belong anywhere’
and ‘the fact of losing their names distances and isolates married women
emotionally and further confirms the alienation in their new home’. This preoccupation with patriarchal constructions of sexist female identity has also been
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analogized in the act of colonialism and empire by Ngugi (2013) and Churchill
(2004:823), the latter dramatizing the ‘postmodern inquiry into the construction of
social reality, (…) and how they work to structure the relationship between self
and society especially in the definitions of maleness / femaleness’.
Lamidi and Aboh (2016:36) consider ‘names [as] construct[s] of identity with
which people surround themselves according to their social identities; and these
(…) names have the capacity to categorize them into either positive or negative
social types’. They argue that names generally have ‘great utility value’ for
identity construction, negotiation or the legitimization of such identities, or
following Castells’ (1997) postulation, for building project or resistance identities
even in fiction, and whose significance for personal or cultural identities has been
the pre-occupation of cultural production in Nigeria, lately complicated by
globalization (Betiang, 2006, 2016; Dandaura, 2017). African feminist thinking,
apart from developing the canon and aesthetic for African women writers,
examining stereotypical images of women and women in oral literature, has also
focused on the condition of the ‘girl-child’, the potential wife who faces
‘alienation’ among her future husband’s people, and the dilemma of realizing her
ultimate ‘personhood’ by fully articulating her pride of place as the cradle of our
collective tomorrow. But despite some noble efforts like Bene Madunagu’s Girls
Power Initiative (GPI) project, which fights against the multiple cultural
inequities that disempower the ‘girl-child’ in Nigeria, little has been done to
fashion a new female identity project that reflects her 21st-century postmodern
multi-tasking challenges.
Questioning the tendency to engage the idea of naming and continuing to
overlook the need to recognize the oneness of ‘embodiment and identity, the
relationship between the body, identity and naming’, Pilcher correctly observes
that while many naming theories ‘suggest that names…can motivate individuals
to behave in ways appropriate to that label, its focus on labels…in relation to
societal reactions to deviancy has meant that the specific role played by personal
names in identification practices has been neglected’, as many earlier studies have
tended to gloss over ‘the role of names in displaying, determining and attributing
gender identity’. Pilcher rightly concludes that ‘embodiment and identity are also
inextricably intertwined with naming’ (2015:766). This ‘body’ is the ‘political I’
and the ‘persona’ in feminist identity negotiations.The significance of the
foregoing in the Bette female naming tradition is whether a name given by the
male parent who at birth ‘situates’ the girl-child in some abstract future marriage
also takes into consideration what actually happens to the ‘body’ or ‘person’ who
bears the name in the process of realizing or failing to realize that
parental/patriarchal ‘wish-fulfilment’?
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3 Methodology
This study is a critical ethnographic exploration of Bette female names and a fully
empirical study of the vicissitudes of the name-bearers in the lived experiences or
otherwise of ‘wifehood’ for which the names pre-figure. As a preliminary study,
the theoretical argument here is that there exists a connection between the ‘spell’
function of the name and a possible realized or ‘unrealized hope’ and ‘alienation’
that marriage, child-bearing and the extended family complexes sometimes bring
into the life of the ‘innocent girl-child’ in the Bette cultural setting, where
patriarchal inequalities and injustices against the ‘woman’ still persist.
My approach to sampling was an informal random but purposive collection of
names given to Bette female children at birth often by their male parents, with
names drawn from the five Bette-speaking wards of Ipong, Angiaba-Begiaka,
Begiading and Obudu Urban 1 and 2.The sample was also specifically based on
being Bette speaking and female, with a Bette maiden name, married or
otherwise, with a focus only on names given at birth by parents – excluding
baptismal or matrimonial names – especially names that tended to preset the girlchild as future wife and mother. Even though these names were pooled from real
life, gathered through personal contacts, social media sources as well as through
informal personal interactions with Bette women, the analysis was qualitative but
more theoretical because of the disembodied nature of the study. The analysis is
based on the theoretical interrogation of the names in juxtaposition with the
existential realities that surround the female child within the Bette culture. The
study therefore drew typological classifications from literature, using a flexible
adaptation of informal questions as to why the names are given, who gives the
names, whether the bearer likes the names and if they could change the names and
for which other preferred names? (Makoni, Makoni and Mashiri, 2007:453).
Some physical bearers of these names or their name-givers were informally
interviewed, through casual discussions that were used in combination with my
theoretical interpretation.
Even though most Bette parents have justifications for giving specific names to
their female children, there is little reason to believe that very few parents have
actually bothered to find out if these names have acceptability as positive
affirmative identities of their children/bearers in their adult days, when they must
negotiate or confront the practical realities and implications of their names. The
multiple separations, divorces and ‘change of name’ evidence these vicissitudes
that often follow in the life of many a female subject. The interpretations of these
names also provide discursive illumination of my perceived ‘discordances’ in the
‘lived experience’ of the bearers within the contemporary reality of the marriage
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institution. The sample here also excludes male names because the naming of
boys is hardly connected to any future ‘father’ role they may assume later in life.
The data were categorized based on typology and functions of names, which were
translated and interpreted based on Bette cultural semantics, and were then
transcribed and annotated.
4 Data presentation, analysis and discussion
4.1 Naming the girl-child in Bette
As observed from the female name sample from the Bette people, ‘children are
given names which are meaningful and often reflect personal hopes and
aspirations’ (Ashiefil, 2007:12). Names are usually given at birth by the father,
although with the consent of the mother depending on their mutual understanding.
In some more culturally liberated homes, there may be a mutually understood
formula for naming: for instance, the man names the male children, while the wife
names the females. But the prerogative is always the man’s. Most families
perpetuate these naming traditions because of their desire to keep alive the
memory of some dead forebears or relatives, and most times with little
consideration for the intrinsic meaning of the name. Ironically, too, the naming
ritual, like female circumcision, is usually performed on the seventh day of the
child’s birth by a mature woman in the family, a tradition which also shows the
deep-rootedness of these hegemonies among the Bette people.
Another trend in the contemporary naming system in Bette is the mutation/
revision of the original baptismal model towards the re-rendering of both
Christian and native names, or altering the original meaning of the names to
acquire a new religious significance. For instance, Paulina becomes Pauline,
Angela becomes Angel, while ordinary common nouns and attributes like
Kingdom, Destiny, Greatness, Favour, Prosper, Goodness or Praise have become
commonplace names. A Bette female name like Á-gián-ìpèh ‘bereaved of thanks’
now becomes Á-giám-péh ‘she sings praises’; and names like Comfort or Linda
are dropped for Sylvia or Faith, etc. In many parts of Cross River State, neoPentecostal pastors commonly persuade adherents to dump their original native
‘English’ or Christian baptismal names which are considered ‘demonic’ or
‘retrogressive’ in preference for their English or new-fangled ‘more positive’
native Bette interpretations. The reason for some of these mutations may be
traceable to perceived negative meanings of the original names and the seeming
cultural self-hate engendered by Westernization and modernization. This mutation
cuts across both sexes, and it tends to signpost some disenchantment with some
traditional names. Most of these now ‘undesirable’ names are also often
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abbreviated, initialized or barely used except on birth certificates and official
documents, probably a global phenomenon, as Suzman (1994:253) also observes
among the Zulu that ‘tastes change in naming, with “old-fashioned” names like
Caroline ceding to “Hollywood-inspired” names’. Names also change with
societal changes, as people move from rural to urban environments and experience
changes in their social framework. Kroskrity observes, while ‘[i]ndigenous
regimes of language emerge from a long history of a dialectic between sociocultural factors, on the one hand, and linguistic structures and discursive patterns
on the other’ (2017:26), there is a continual need for a ‘language ideological
clarification’ whereby ‘some taken-for-granted ideologies and practices’
(2017:27) become agenda for discourses in the manner this paper hopes to
effectuate. This is because cultures, including their naming traditions, are
ideological and hegemonic in nature.
The following female names are often given for the remembrance of some
memorable event or person in the family but which may sometimes describe some
regretful condition of ‘womanhood’. Some of these include: Á-kwà-zì [3SG-wait
fatuously] ‘She’s waiting for the unknown’, Á-kwèn-ábuo-yè [3SG-discourage
hand NEG] ‘She’s not discouraged’, Á-ndóu-kwọ́m [3SG-chase POSS-barrenness]
‘She has chased away my barrenness’, Á-ndó-u-kíe [3SG-chase POSS-tear] ‘She
has chased away my tears’, Á-nyún’ngwú [3SG-dislocated mouth] ‘She shut
my/their mouth’ and Á-shí’bíyê [3SG-work fruitlessly] ‘She’s worked hard to no
avail’. Others include Ú-kpé-yê [3SG-accept NEG] ‘She’s not accepted’, Ú-mbú
zí [3SG-profit 3SG] ‘She profits from her marriage’, Ú-kpé’ugye [3SG-grow
leave] ‘One who leaves when she’s mature’ and Ú-ńde-imà-yè [3SG-see her own
NEG] ‘She hardly sees her own (fault)’. While some of these names spell resignation and acceptance, others carry a tinge of some tragic past like infant mortality
in the family, for example Á-ndọ́r-shí-yê [3SG-expect eyes NEG] ‘I’m no longer
hopeful’, Ú-kpán-kén [3SG-survive one] ‘Lone survivor’ and Á-kpò-ukíe [3SGfrustrate tears] ‘She’s taken away my tears’. The voices reflected here can emanate
from any of the parents except Ú-kpé-yê [3SG-accept-NEG] ‘She’s not accepted’
just like ‘barrenness’, which is a state of childlessness that can also apply to both
parents, but as in most of these names, the dominant voice is the man’s.
There are also female names that signpost the Bette people’s relationship with
God or destiny, and the relentlessness of God’s will. Some of these include: Ámọ̀-kuké-yé [3SG-refuse gift NEG] ‘S/he has not rejected a gift’, À-ndọ̀r-úním-yé
[3SG-see God NEG] ‘S/he never sees into the future’, Bé-dá-úním-yé [2PL-tell
God NEG] ‘You do not tell God what to do’, Á-tím-anú [3SG-beg knee] ‘She
begs (God to let the child live)’, Á-gío-úním [3SG-listen God] ‘She waits and
listens to God’ and Ú-kwú-kwún [3SG-be peace] ‘Go or be in peace’. But Á-mọ́-
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kuke-yé and Á-gío-úním carry some tinge of unwilling acceptance of God’s
will/gift and often apply to the birth of a girl-child. In the analysis that follows, I
explore the deconstruction of Bette female identity. First, I classify Bette female
names into some interrelated social categories in order to interrogate how these
names have become symbolic cultural resources for stereotyping the girl-child
and negotiating an identity that is pre-set and customary.
4.2 Bette female names reflecting future ‘wifehood’
The names in this category are designative of the girl-child as a future wife in
some unknown home among an unknown husband’s people. Note also that all the
interpretations of these names carry meanings that specifically situate the girlchild as a ‘bride or wife’, even as the basic typology suggests some other variation
of meanings as categorized. Instances of these names are shown in (1a) to (1h).
(1a) Á-bè ákèm
3SG-marriage mind
‘She has chosen her marriage on her own conviction’
(1b) Á-nyọ̀
ng’bí (whomukiémá)
3SG-value clothes husband
‘She values her husband’s clothes’
(1c) Bé-za-kùnùn-’gye-yé
3PL-eat beauty wife NEG
‘They do not eat the beauty of a wife’
(1d) Ú-nde-gyía
3SG-make choice
‘She made her (own) choice’
(1e) Ú-ngbéb’ kiémá
3SG-belove husband
‘She is beloved of her husband’
(1f) Úngié-a-kpé-ùshù
wife 3SG-takes home
‘She has taken over the (husband’s) home’
(1g) Úngíe-á-kwun-igyọ́
wife 3SG-satisfy desire
‘She satisfies her (husband’s) desires’
(1h) Úngíe-u-shí-bekpé
wife 3SG-do acceptance
‘What a wife does determines her acceptance’
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Based on the cultural semantics of the Bette names, the data in (1a) and (1d)
imply that the girl-child has chosen her future marriage not under duress or for
cohesion but of her own volition. She is, therefore, determined to take full
responsibility for her marriage and its outcome. The name in (1b) depicts a wife
who is caring and willing to help and support her husband. Based on the findings,
the name in (1c) tends to undermine the value of beauty in sustaining a healthy
and happy marriage. Rather, the Bette people believe that positive character traits
command more dignity and stability in marriage. The name in (1e) according to a
respondent represents a wife who is accepted by her husband in spite of her
limitations or people’s negative opinions and impressions about her. The data in
(1f) portray the image of a wife who is usually disapproved of by others probably
because she has taken over the husband’s affairs and home; a domineering wife.
The data in (1g) is an approval for a wife who has satisfied all her husband’s
desires surpassing all his expectations. The success of a wife’s marriage depends
on her, as shown in (1h), which also suggests that what a wife does determines
why the family prefers this particular wife to others.
Among the Bette people, once a girl-child gets married, she is expected to lose
her space in the family home because she is not expected to return home apart
from visiting; and within traditional Bette morality, there is also little space for
divorce as a wife is the responsibility of the whole family and remains a wife,
even if her husband dies; there is little regard to the widowhood condition of the
woman. It should be noted that many Bette names also merely celebrate the girlchild as invaluable. These include names like Akpana ‘Precious stone’, Alikya
‘Sugar cane’, Awhobiwom ‘She’s more than any material possession’ and
Ushang’uto ‘Ivory’, which indicate that many parents actually appreciate the
essential ‘girl-child’ as a ‘thing of beauty’ from the creator. But names like
Ubelebi or Umbushu celebrate the girl-child as a future wife who will bring in
wealth to the home; whichever ‘home’ here becomes immaterial, since both
names emphasize the commodification of the girl-child.
4.3 Bette female names reflecting value for the wife
Interestingly, the names in examples (2a) to (2f) below are usually given to the
girl-child but are indirectly addressed to the wife in the home, as some kind of
‘talk-back’ device which reflects the positive or negative feelings of the husband
towards the wife. The names in all cases are given by the husband, but the point
to note is that these always invariably situate the child in the context of a future
wife even when they seem to be addressing the wife at home.
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Béngye-bé-mbé
Wives BE exhaust
‘Wives are no longer there’

(2b) Béngye-bé-ndé
Wife BE difficult
‘Wives are difficult (to find)’
(2c) Íngíe-kèn
wife one
‘The only wife’
(2d) Úmbu-ushù
profit home
‘She prospers the home’
(2e) Íyé-umbé
grandmother little
‘A little grandmother’
(2f) Á-whè-’ngwù
3SG-overcome mouth
‘She has overpowered voices’

My findings indicate that the names in (2a) to (2c) are humoring names for
beloved wives who are scarce resources, and ‘mine’ is probably the last good
wife. They are hard to come by hence there is a wistful cry for more good wives.
In the Bette cultural context, a ‘good’ wife avoids nagging, expresses love to her
husband and keeps her home organized. She keeps her husband’s secrets, supports
him financially and satisfies him sexually. A woman that possesses these attributes is said to prosper her home in (2d). The name in (2e) is a beloved pet name
for the mother reincarnate in the female child, while the name in (2f) expresses an
acceptance of the superiority and probably infallibility of the subject or bearer of
the name. These names also give the impression that the name-giver is the
anticipated future husband, but this actually shows the transcendent image of the
‘phallus’, as most male parents think in generally patriarchal terms. The girlchild, the future wife, is hardly consulted when names are given anyway; rather,
she becomes a mere script where the male parent may inscribe his matrimonial
tensions.
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4.4 Bette female names reflecting relationship with husband
The same principle in examples (2a-f) also applies to the names in examples (3a)
to (3h), where the overriding future wife or husband motif is still very visible.
(3a) Á-whúu-kiémá ungwú)
3SG-overwhelm POSS husband voice
‘She overwhelms her husband’s voice’
(3b) Ú-fédé-u-kiémá
3SG-dictate EPEN-husband
‘She dictates to her husband’
(3c) Úngíe-awhú-u-kiémá
wife dominate POSS-husband
‘The wife dominates her husband’
(3d) Ú-gió-u-kiémá
3SG-listen POSS-husband
‘She listens to her husband’
(3e) Úngíe-unyọ́
ng-shù–u-kiémá
wife
value home POSS-husband
‘The wife values her husband’s home’
(3f) Úngíe-nyọ́
ng-u-kiémá
wife-value POSS-husband
‘The wife values her husband’
(3g) Ú-teb-u-kiémá
3SG-advise POSS-husband
‘She advises her husband’
(3h) Á-mor-u-shú
3SG-reject POSS-home
‘She rejects her home’

The examples in (3a) to (3c) are descriptive of an over-powering and domineering
wife, one who dictates to her husband. She is confident and takes charge of her
husband’s home. Sometimes, such wives are usually identified with bad tempers
and are overly sensitive. These are often revenge names. The examples in (3d) to
(3g) portray the image of an obedient wife who does her husband’s will, listens to
him, values him and advises him. She is presented as the pillar behind the
husband’s success, as approved of for being a capable or satisfying wife. The
example in (3h) describes a wife who rejects her husband’s home because she is
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resentful of and unhappy with her marriage. According to a respondent, such a
name is usually a product of experience which a name-giver’s family must have
gone through in the past. These names assume mainly positive or negative
meanings depending on who gives the name (family, husband, step-child and so
on) or who is the object here.
The data in (3) generally capture names that reflect the relationship between
the couple as the study discovered. There is a predominance of mixed feelings in
the names which actually reflect the actual state of ‘being happily married’ that is
promised to the girl-child at birth. The ‘talk-back’ names can be given by either
the husband or the wife depending on who has the stronger voice in the
relationship. Sometimes the names are also given as ‘talk-back’ to the family or
outside world; and where there’s no agreement, one child may be given two
different names by the father, mother or grandparents in addition to church/
baptismal name. The more positive names like (3d) to (3f) probably reflect the
present state of mind of the patriarch projected onto the girl-child cum future
wife. But as we perceive in most female characterization by male writers, movie
directors or parents, the naming of the ‘woman/female’ is often a projection of
male perception or expectations on the female in question. The girl-child becomes
the ‘blank slate’ on which to inscribe patriarchal attitudes.
Literarily, it’s arguable that names like Unung ‘Beauty’, Úngíe[angwú]’búa
‘Fair woman’, Ut́a’ushú ‘One whose face shines’ and Úléyí ‘Bandage’ are used to
indexicalize beauty; but beauty is contextually conceived, either in affirmation or
denial, or in the mere expected functionality of the subject as demonstrated in
names like Úkwudí ‘[Daughter of my future] wealth’ or Bétén/Útén ‘Favourite
female friend’.
4.5 Bette female names reflecting appreciation or lack of it
The female child’s role as a future wife or mother may be commendable or
despised if she perfectly fits the expectations of the role or vice-versa. There are
instances where she will work extremely hard yet will be undervalued or not
appreciated at all. This category of names is shown in (4a) to (4f):
(4a) Béngye-bé-baa-yé
wives scarce NEG
‘Wives are not scarce’
(4b) Á-nyín-mí
3SG-sweet PRO
‘The one that sweetens me’
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(4c) Á-kpè’ashí-yé
3SG-measure eyes NEG
‘She is undervalued’
(4d) Á-shì-bé-bọ́
ng-yé
3SG-work agree NEG
‘She has worked without appreciation’
(4e) Á-shì-bé-bọ́
ng
3SG-work agree
‘She is appreciated’
(4f) Ú-zí-apí
3SG-eat ox
‘She eats an ox’ (She’s deserving of a befitting ceremony;
favorite one)

From my findings, the name in (4a) is often given by an angry, deserted or
cuckolded husband; ‘Let her go as I can always marry another one’. (4b) is an
endearing name for a wife, often given by the husband. The name in (4c) is a selfeffacing assertion of non-recognition by others, while (4d) is regretful acceptance
of not being appreciated, probably by the husband. (4e) is a counter-naming to
reject the claim of not being appreciated, and can be a celebratory name of the
girl-child as a future great woman or wife. The name in (4f) depicts the highest
form of honour that can be given to a favorite woman during any ceremony, and
usually this kind of respect is reserved for prominent men who have contributed
immensely to the development of the community. A favorite wife or woman of
substance who has impacted positively on the lives of community members can
also be recognized and celebrated with an ox. Every Bette husband appreciates his
wife for different reasons, and, as mentioned earlier, this is projected onto the
female child. While some names in (4) express some disappointment by the
woman or wife, others tend to celebrate the child in terms of the values, attributes
and capacities of a successful potential wife or mother. These traits are directly or
indirectly entrenched in the names.
These attitudes as expressed above also show the Bette people’s relationship
with Úním, ‘Almighty God’, and the value codes that existed before the dilution
that came with foreign religions. These value codes concerning the good woman
are reflected in names like Á-kọ́ng-libéh-úndi-yé [2SG talk marriage man NEG]
‘You don’t talk about another’s marital affairs’, Á-kwén-abúo-yé [3SG-weaken
hand POSS-NEG] ‘This has not weakened my determination’, Ígọ́r ‘Joy’, Bényín
‘Love’, Ú-kọ́ng-gbèm [3SG-speak blunt] ‘She speaks bluntly’, Ú-kọ́n-gìm [3SGspeak think] ‘She speaks thoughtfully’, Úmọ́-atiám-yè ‘She cannot reject her
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father’, Úkọ́ng-ìkwèn [speak peace] ‘Peace broker’, Alor-ye [3SG-mind NEG]
‘She does not mind whatever comes’, Úgío-àkèm [3SG-listen will/mind] ‘She
does her own will/mind’ and Ámọ̀-lígíe ‘One who has refused to leave, probably
from a marital home despite all odds’.
It is significant to note the uncanny corollary between Bette beliefs, practices
and traditions and those of Judeo-Christian religions. It could be suggested that
universal mythological thought and religions appear to be unanimous in ‘fixing’
the ‘female’ in specific roles throughout history, including in 19th-century
Victorian England where ‘all women are brought up from the very earliest years
in the belief that their ideal of character is the very opposite of that of men (…)
submission, and yielding to the control of others’ (Mill, 2003:1089). JudeoChristian and Islamic religions also nurture these attitudes about women
(Proverbs 31:10–31; Colossians 3:18), which maybe suggests some natural or
mythical relationship between Judeo-Christian ideas and those of the Bette people.
In the neighbouring Bendi naming culture, a female name like Á-tú-bêh ‘go forth
and marry well’ simply bids the girl-child at birth to go into the world and fulfill
her maternal destiny. This pre-occupation with the institution of marriage also
probably shows its centrality in Bette worldview given the commodified value of
the child as an economic asset and a means of perpetuating the family name.
The centrality of marriage in Bette naming culture also calls into question how
little contemporary society is doing to foster the values and virtues of marriage in
view of prevalent divorce rates, separations, lesbian and gay rights advocacy and
postmodern diminishing family values, as evident in local trending media and
church programmes (Planet 101.1 FM, Uyo, Divine Ighovie, 13th August 2018;
Hit FM 97.1 Calabar, Quinesta Ekom’s ‘Tell Your Story’, 25th August 2018).
Quayson (2007:585) also cites multiple instances of abusive traditional practices
of widowhood, property rights and extended family from Ghana, Lagos and
Kenya, and rightly concludes that ‘the conundrum that afflicts women’s lives (…)
is strung between traditionalism and modernity in ways that make it extremely
difficult for them to attain personal freedoms without severe sacrifices and
compromises’. This paper is however not intended to question the basic
importance of the marriage institution as a social form of insurance for the
perpetuation of the race. Incidentally, there are still arranged marriages, or
(originally, ‘captured wives’) among ‘modern day’ Bette people and significantly
some of these are channeled by women themselves. Like the ‘Elizabethan’ Mill
(2003:1095) would put it, does it seem right ‘to bring women up with [few]
acquirements but those of an odalisque, or of a domestic servant’ through social
patriarchal construction, especially in the 21st century where multiple challenges
require multiple identities and multi-tasking?
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5 Conclusion
As exemplified by the above data on names, this study illustrates my assumptions
that the ‘spirit’ of the Bette female maiden-naming tradition and attitude to
women share some mutuality with other cultures and colonizing religions, which
tend to strip the ‘girl-child’ of the requisite multiple identities she needs for
survival in the 21st century. The flipside in this naming tradition is the possible or
practical scenario where the grown girl-child deviates from that cultural ‘predestined role’; chances are: she suffers alienation from society, disrupted selfconcept and identity; or where there’s conformity, this is sometimes fraught with
the multiple inequities, inequalities and vicissitudes of the contemporary marriage
institution in our fragmenting postmodern society. Further, in a society dominated
by ‘marriage thinking’, what does society do with people ‘miscrafted’ by nature
as sexual deviants and hybrids? How does a predominantly patriarchal system
consider the personal individual identity of the girl-child, whose Lacanesque selfidentity has already been displaced/fragmented by a patriarchal naming tradition,
understanding that ‘the self is a social product – a composite of who we think we
are, and who we think others think we are’ (Gamble and Gamble, 2008:47)? Like
the Whorfian thesis implies, we construct our ‘selves’ through our language; and
the dynamism of culture also suggests and includes mutations of naming.
Bette contemporary naming culture needs to migrate towards more inclusive
positive cultural values for a ‘womanhood’ that will take on global challenges
beyond existence in the ‘other room’. The need to rethink female naming towards
a new female identity project becomes imperative because, as Szasz (quoted in
Gamble and Gamble, 2008:47) puts it, ‘the self is not something that one finds. It
is something that one creates.’ More importantly, while names are given for many
reasons, ‘the relationship between names, identities and bodies is left
unexamined’ (Pilcher, 2015:765) in Bette female naming culture. This
‘disembodied’ study therefore invites further inquiry that looks beyond mere
traditional patriarchal naming practices into the psychology and identities of real
‘embodied’ Bette girl-children and others, onto whose psyches men inscribe
names that circumscribe and situate girls at birth within exclusive future
‘wifehood/maternality’ without consideration for the resultant ‘female person’
who is born into a globalizing contested space that requires multiple identities and
multitasking to cope with its challenging postmodern fluxes and contradictions.
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